EMVCo Advances Testing Programme to Enhance Global Interoperability for EMV® Contactless
Payments
Testing activated against latest contactless specification, with EMVCo issuing its first Letter of
Approval.
01 August 2019 – EMVCo has advanced its testing programme to streamline the deployment and
acceptance of contactless payment technologies worldwide. The work addresses emerging
interoperability needs between EMV® acceptance devices and increasingly diverse contactless
payment form factors, such as smartphones and wearables.

EMV® Level 1 Specifications for Payment Systems – EMV Contactless Interface Specification v3.0 was
published in 2018, following significant industry input, to provide additional clarity and improved
alignment across the contactless ecosystem. This was supported by test process enhancements for
new form factors to mitigate the risk of interoperability issues before EMV contactless products are
deployed in the field.

EMVCo has now qualified several test tools for contactless card readers, contactless smart cards and
mobile devices against the enhanced specification. Various testing laboratories have also received
accreditation, and the laboratory accreditation process will continue throughout 2019.

Following this progress, EMVCo activated testing against the updated specification for contactless
card readers on 1 April and has issued its first v3.0 Letter of Approval for a contactless card reader
product. Testing against v3.0 was also activated for cards and mobile devices on 1 July.

“Momentum is building for EMV contactless technology, so it is essential to promote simple and
interoperable payments for all existing form factors,” comments Bruce Rutherford, Chair of the
EMVCo Executive Committee. “EMVCo encourages card, terminal and device manufacturers to
contact their respective accredited laboratory partners to progress towards testing against v3.0 and
benefit from enhanced interoperability and performance.”

Testing against the previous version of the specification will be deactivated on 1 January 2020.
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Notes to Editors:
EMV® is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark elsewhere. The
EMV trademark is owned by EMVCo, LLC.
EMV Level 1 covers physical, electrical and transport level interfaces enabling the communication of data
between the payment device and the acceptance device.
To stay informed of the latest EMVCo developments and receive advanced access to EMV Specifications and
related documents, join the EMVCo Associates Programme or become a Subscriber.
About EMVCo:
EMVCo is the global technical body that facilitates the worldwide interoperability and acceptance of secure
payment transactions by managing and evolving the EMV Specifications and related testing processes. EMV is
a technology toolbox that enables globally interoperable secure payments across face-to-face and remote
environments. Adoption of EMV Specifications and associated approval and certification processes promotes a
unified international payments framework, which supports an advancing range of payment methods,
technologies and acceptance environments. The specifications are available royalty free, designed to be
flexible, and can be adapted regionally to meet national payment requirements and accommodate local
regulations.
EMVCo is collectively owned by American Express, Discover, JCB, Mastercard, UnionPay and Visa, and focuses
on the technical advancement of the EMV Specifications. To provide all payment stakeholders with a platform
to engage in its strategic and technical direction, EMVCo operates an Associates Programme and encourages
all interested parties to get involved.
Visit www.emvco.com for further information and join EMVCo on LinkedIn.

